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Exploratory and Critical Dialogues as Learning and Reflection Tools. 

 

Abstract.  

This intervention study investigates and qualifies students` use of exploratory and critical dialogues 

when reading digital and multimodal texts in lower secondary school. I investigate how students 

engage in group dialogues developing skills for critical communication and validating texts on 

websites through interthinking (Littleton & Mercer, 2013). 

The study has its main theoretical foundation in a sociocultural understanding (Vygotsky, 1986, 

Bakhtin, 1986, Littleton & Mercer, 2013, Maine, 2015, Wegerif, 2013; 2016, Mercer, Wegerif & 

Major, 2020). Learning and understanding does not happen individually but is developed through 

dialogues in social contexts. 

The assumption in this paper presentation is that students can acquire critical communication 

skills by using the language to look exploratory on their own group dialogues. That students lack a 

meta-language about the potential for learning and reflection through exploratory and critical 

dialogue. 

One of my questions is: How can we qualify the student´s dialogue by facilitating an exploratory 

and critical validation of it by students? 

The study is an intervention study explored through a developed teaching material. I`m exploring 

the students use of information seeking, exploratory and critical dialogues and if or how they have 

extended their dialogues, and do they show more awareness of the potentials in the exploratory 

and critical dialogue? 

So far, I can see some significance in the student´s dialogues. In some of the dialogues I can see 

that when students use hypotheses, comparisons and involve general knowledge, it extends their 

meta reflections and their use of dialogic spaces in different ways. I have, in the student´s 

dialogues, found different types of critical dialogues: exploratory, critically debatable, critically 

associative and creative dialogues. 
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Exploratory and Critical Dialogues as Learning and Reflection Tools. 

Extended summary. 

 

Introduction. 

This dissertation investigates exploratory and critical peer group dialogues and whether and how 

these dialogues can lead to joint reflection. The overall aim of the PhD project has been to show 
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how students working in peer groups in lower secondary school, are talking and thinking together 

on the basis of a completed didactic design on the one hand, and, on the other hand, I wish to 

contribute theoretically and didactically to the teaching in exploratory and critical dialogue as a 

reflective resource. This knowledge is also significant to the development of dialogic education to 

support all students in their collaborative dialogues and interthinking. 

Theoretical foundation. 

The study is based on a sociocultural and dialogic foundation, including the concept of “inner 

speech” from Lev Vygotsky’s theory of learning and Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of dialogue with 

particular focus on his concept of ‘utterance’. By applying a sociocultural understanding of 

learning as the theoretical foundation of classroom research, I am focusing on the exploratory and 

critical perspective of dialogue and the students’ reflections during the dialogues, inspired by the 

exploratory dialogue research of Douglas Barnes & Frankie Todd (1995), Neil Mercer (1995), and 

Kathryn Pierce & Carol Gilles (2008) among others, while the perspective on the reflective 

dialogue is based primarily on Karen Littleton’ &, Neil Mercer’s (2013) concept of ´interthinking´ 

and Rupert Wegerif’s (2013) concept of ´dialogisc space and Rupert Wegerifs and Fiona Maine’s 

(2015) ‘critical and creative thinking’, respectively. Furthermore, I include the (critical) discourse 

and literacy research of James Paul Gee (1992) and Allan Luke (2014) as well as the critical 

communicative competencies of Jeppe Bundsgaard (2013) in my work with defining critical talk. 

The types of critical talk and the student’ reflective collaboration are central subject-related areas 

that were gradually clarified throughout the study through my empirical analyses and theoretical 

work. 

 

Research Questions: 

How do students working in groups use dialogue to explore the content and credibility of websites? 

How can we qualify the same dialogue by facilitating an exploratory and critical validation of it by 

students? 

 

Methods & Data Sources. 

This PhD project is an intervention study with four lower secondary classes participating. To 

describe the field before and after the intervention, I have completed an initial dialogue test of 

students` group work based on their dialogue while reading websites and a dialogue test after the 

intervention. Data are conducted through video and audio records of students group dialogues 

and focus group interviews. My hypothesis is that when students reflect and have a meta-dialogue 

over their own dialogue, they can strengthen their ability to criticize and make source criticism of 

websites 
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The intervention study consists of a teaching material, where the students is taught and work with 

three concepts: information seeking, exploratory and critical dialogues. The last part of the 

intervention consists of an assignment where the students analyse their own audio recorded 

dialogue to see if and how they use the three concepts. There are three different but similar 

assignments. The intention is to register if there has been a progression from dialogue A1 to 

dialogue A3.  

The horizontal question to be examined is to see whether there is a development in the students` 

use of exploratory and critical dialogical expressions and whether there is a change in their use of 

reflexive utterances, how they are critical to each other's speeches. The vertical question to be 

examined is to see how the students analyse and reflect on their own audio recorded dialogue 

 

Analysis 

I analyse abductively. I use a phenomenological frame for an inductive reading and formative and 

design experience as a frame for a more deductive analysis.   

First part of the analysed transcriptions and the interviews of the focus groups indicates that when 

the teacher set up dialogic group assignments the student isn`t aware of how to be exploratory 

and critical. Students try to analyse the elements on the website by reading the multimodal 

information and then assessing the credibility of the content without exploring how the website's 

multimodal texts interact and what it can do for credibility.  

 

Week 1                             Week 3-4                           Week 10 
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Significance 

 

When critical dialogues become a topic for teaching, and this turns out to be able to lead to joint 

reflection, there is reason to question and discuss how this knowledge can affect the learning and 

reflection of the students. Central to the study are the four different types of critical talk that I 

found in my data: exploratory, debating, associative, and creative talks, which to a different 

degree and in different ways open up for a dialogic and collaborative space of reflection.   

Simultaneously, the study shows that when students get the opportunity to turn their own group 

dialogue into writing, collaborative monitoring in the dialogue becomes possible. In relation to 

this, the present study contributes with a concrete didactic measure, which can be applied to 

increase the students’ attention to as well as understanding and awareness of how they talk 

together during group work, and how they can use this knowledge going forward to qualify their 

talks and reflection.  

Based on the findings of the study, I discuss and question whether the four types of talk and the 

students’ space of reflection actually are the ones that we, implicitly, expect the students to 

master.  
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